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So what's this about?
AdaQuest is an NFT Game Project powered by the
Cardano Blockchain. It is community driven and will
play in the ic ional world of Ada.

It is planned to roll out the project in 3 Phases:

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Q1 2022

2023

in the far future

Mobile Game

Tac ical Coop

Skirmish

Duel Mode

Dungeon Crawler

Ba tle ield Mode

Game Phase 1
This is what we currently focussing on. A mobile
web-based game, where players can ba tle each other
or NPCs in a 1on1 duel mode.
This will mainly consist of crea ing a character, equip
him, gain levels and try out the mechanics in short
ights. Later on we will add hand cra ted dungeons to
explore and dive deeper into the lore.
The game will be easy to play, but hard to master, as
we allow a wide range of combina ions of items,
abili ies, gadgets and stats points.
We're planning to release teh irst Alpha in Q1 2022.

Did I hear
"NFT" ?
Yes. But don't worry, we won't
sell you pictures of apes. Each
of our NFTs is not only handcra ted by an ar ist with
detailed artwork it also can be
used in every Phase of the
game.
This gives the NFT owner an

Des iny Cards

Item Cards

These are the star ing template for your

These will be equipped on your character

character. They determine your base

and can also have abili ies that trigger

stats and come with their own exclusive

during a ight. Each NFT item will have

set of abili ies, that can be used in ights.

the chance for a randomized appearance.

actual usecase and us a way to
inance the project and pay the
ar ists.

Each of our NFTs will be unique - meaning it's combina ion of
a tributes and modi iers will be on no other card. Each series of items or
des inies will also be hard-capped. If they are gone, they are gone.

Isn't this
pay2win?

So it's
pay2play?

No - and we will tell you why:

No. We don't want to segregate

All of our NFTs have the same

the community. That's why you

power level. If an a tribute is

will be able to play the game

higher, another one will be lower.

without owning any NFT. We

We programmed an item

created over 30 items, 20 gadgets

generator that will a tach values

and 2 free starter des inies that

to each item that will balance each

are free for everyone by just

other out.

playing the game.

Cards that are more rare and

Players who enjoy the experience

expensive, will have more extreme

and want to try out other des inies

specializa ion and more

and items can buy our NFTs and

sophistacated abili ies, but they
will come with a downside.

inance the project that way.

Some of the gadgets you
can use in the game.

So where do I get
these NFTs?
You can buy our NFTs on our own Marketplace on the
website and in the future on some third party NFT
platforms (where you can also sell them).

Or you can loot them in the game.
Yes, we will reserve a por ion of each item series
excusively for ingame drops. If you ind one of the
NFT items, you only need to pay the Cardano
Network min ing fee and it wil lbe transferred to your
wallet and you can equip or sell them.

Gotcha, so it's
play2earn. Right?
You could call it that, but we have
no ingame tradeable ingame
token.We pay players for grinding
through the same level 20 imes
each day or allow them to pay

The Quest Token
These tokens will be distributed to every
member of the Quest Staking Pool each epoch.

advantages inside of the game
with that.
The Value will be generated by
collec ing and trading rare NFTs
items.
This said, there will be a token
outside of the game, to support
the project and reward the
community.

20% discount on NFT

Can be used to buy

Access to

purchases by trading

exclusive NFTs and

Goblinverse

in QTs

unlock cosme ics

Can you show all of this in a
convoluted infograpic?

Loot AdaQuest NFTs

Use NFTs in Game

Yes.

ADAQUEST GAME

IDO & SEED FUNDING

Trade NFTs

Pays royal ies to

Quest Token Sale

AdaQuest

Play and loot NFT items
Use your NFTs ingame

Exchange Lis ing and

Buy AdaQuest NFTs

Sale on kick.io

Support the Project | 7% Royal ies to ar ists

QUESTPOOL
Ticker: QUEST

Earn ADA & QT

20% discount with QT

1000 ADA = 50 QT per epoch

Burn 100 QT per NFT for 15%

Distributed to Stakers
through dripdropz.io

YOUR WALLET

Stores your NFTs
All NFTs are stored in
your personal wallet

discount
Buy exclusive cosme ics and
access the Goblinverse

ADAQUEST MARKETPLACE

Buy & Mint NFTs
Sell & Auc ion planned

Okay, I want to learn
more about this...
No problem, we have some links for you
to dive deeper into the World of Ada.

Ada-Quest.com
Get general informa ion, tutorials and visit the marketplace
to browse our released NFT cards.

AdaQuest Whitepaper
If you really like numbers and lots of text, you can read our litepaper to
learn about our tokenomics, market strategy and stu f like that.

Follow our Channels
Get the all news fresh from our Twi ter or join our Discord to meet the
community or ask us directly.

